
Sponsor
As a conference sponsor you will receive 
exclusive VIP status and benefits, including 
recognition on our website, conference litera-
ture and proceedings.

Exhibit
Exhibits for like-minded organizations are 
available for $300 per booth. A registration 
button can be found on lonestarco.org

Special Thanks

Bronze$1500

Silver$3000

Gold$5000

Porn harms
Many victims of sex trafficking are used to film 
pornography.

Viewing pornography hijacks the reward 
pathways in the brain in the same way that 
drugs impact the brain.

Tolerance can be built to pornography, causing 
users to become addicted and seek more 
extreme content for the same effects.

Pornography frequently leads to unhealthy 
ideas about sex, sexual dysfunction, and 
complex problems in intimate relationships.

Pornography often leads viewers to isolate from 
loved ones, hindering intimacy with them.

Many pornography users’ partners feel 
depressed, worthless, as if they can never 
measure up.

The LoneSTAR Coalition Against Pornography 
(or LCAP) is a non-profit agency with a mission 
to educate Texans about the harmful effects of 
pornography and to increase awareness about 
available resources for prevention and recovery. 
LCAP is operated by a team of volunteers who 
believe that education is a powerful way to fight 
against pornography and sexual exploitation. 
Shane Adamson, LCSW, a therapist who special-
izes in strengthening marriage & family relation-
ships added problematic sexual behavior to his 
focus and founded LCAP after spending 20 years 
with a front row seat to the damaging effects of 
pornography.

Inviting Texans to 
change the way we
talk about porn

September 14, 2018
8:30am - 2pm
Austin, TX

lonestarco.org

Mission



LoneSTAR Coalition Against
Pornography 2018 Conference

Schedule
8:30 - 9:00

9:00 - 9:20

9:20 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:30

10:30 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:05

11:05 - 11:20

11:20 - 11:50

11:50 - 12:00

12:00 - 2:00

Check-in and registration

Opening Presentation, Shane 
Adamson and Gina Kaye

Porn-induced Problems and the 
Science Behind the
Phenomena, Gabe Deem

Pornos, the Pornographic, and 
a Pornified Sexuality, Robert 
Jensen

(Break)

Parenting in the Digital Age, 
Dina Alexander

What's Your Story? Beau 
Abdulla

Panel Discussion

Closing Remarks

Lunch with Take Action Groups

Parents
Faith leaders
Local specialists and resources
Millenials

Take Action Groups will meet over lunch to 
discuss and strategize. The four topics will be:

Selected speakers
Gabe Deem
Writer, speaker, activist for 
better sex education, Founder 
of Reboot Nation

Robert Jensen, PhD
Professor emeritus in the 
School of Journalism at the 
University of Texas at Austin

Dina Alexander, MS
Author, founder and president 
of Educate and Empower Kids

Beau Abdulla, MA
Educator, speaker, founder of 
Love People Not Pixels

Shane Adamson, CSAT, LCSW
Founder of LCAP, clinic director 
at CMFC Dallas

Gina Kaye, MEd
Speaker, educator, advocate for 
addiction, trauma, and abuse 
recovery, LCAP 2018 conference 
chair

lonestarco.org

Conference hosts

Location
Commons Learning Center
J.J. Pickle Center at UT Campus
Austin, TX

Pricing

Friday conference$25

Lunch$15

Shane Adamson
LCAP director
shaneadamsonlcsw@gmail.com

Gina Kaye
Conference chair
ginakaye74@gmail.com


